Background {#Sec1}
==========

Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have made it possible to generate a large amount of time series data in both genomics and metagenomics. An important question in time series data analysis is the identification of associated factors, where the factors can be genes in gene expression analysis or operational taxonomic units (OTUs) in metagenomic studies. Specifically, the abundance series of OTUs are used to investigate the temporal variation of microbial communities in longitudinal studies \[[@CR1]\]. Most commonly used approaches for identifying associated factors are to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients (PCC) or Spearman correlation coefficients (SPCC) among the factors and to identify the significantly associated pairs of factors. However, it was observed in previous studies that factors can be associated in a subset of time intervals (local) and maybe there are time-delays between the factors. PCC and SPCC may fail to identify such local associations with/without time-delays.

Several methods have been developed to understand such associations and have been applied to analyze gene expression profiles \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\], regulatory network construction \[[@CR5]\], co-occurrence patterns in microbial communities \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\] and many other fields \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. For example, Qian et al. \[[@CR2]\] proposed a local similarity method to identify potential local and time-shift relationships between gene expression data. Ji and Tan \[[@CR4]\] suggested a similar procedure that switched gene expression profiles into distinctive changing trend states and calculated the local similarity of the new time series. Ruan et al. \[[@CR7]\] investigated local relationships among microbial organisms and environment factors in the San Pedro Channel in the North Pacific Ocean and visualized the graphical structure of significant local similarity associations. Xia et al. \[[@CR11]\] extended this method to investigate the replicated time series data and obtained confidence interval of LSA by bootstrap. In these studies, permutation test was used to evaluate statistical significance of the local similarity score, which is time-consuming if a large number of factors are considered.

To overcome the computational issues of permutation test, several research groups developed theoretical approaches to approximate the statistical significance of LSA \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. However, both permutation test and the theoretical approximations require the assumption that the time series are independent identical distributed (i.i.d.), which can be violated in most time series data.

In this study, we develop two new methods, referred to as data-driven LSA (DDLSA) and LSA for residues (LSAres), to more accurately approximate the statistical significance of LSA. DDLSA employs long-run covariance (described below) of stationary time series through nonparametric kernel estimate to evaluate statistical significance of the original LSA, while LSAres uses the residuals from a predefined model as a substitute for the original series to calculate the statistical significance, similar to the idea of local trend analysis \[[@CR14]\]. We investigate the size and power of different approaches and show the validity of our methods using simulations. Further, we apply these methods to analyze human microbiome and marine microbial communities from different high-throughput experiments and compare the identified associated factors using our newly developed methods and those from previous theoretical approximations of LSA scores.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

In this section, we first present an outline of the definition of LSA as given in \[[@CR2], [@CR7]\] and the theoretical approximation of statistical significance of the LSA score in \[[@CR12]\]. Second, we present our new data driven LSA (DDLSA) approach for evaluating statistical significance of LSA for dependent time series data. For easy reading, the details of the methods are given as additional information. Third, we present the simulation strategies to evaluate the size and power of the different approaches. Fourth, we describe the human and marine metagenomic data used to demonstrate the applications of our new approaches.

Outline of LSA and theoretical approximation of statistical significance {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consider two time series *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~,*t*=1,⋯,*n*, with mean 0. The local similarity analysis \[[@CR2], [@CR7]\] was developed to find intervals of the same length from each sequence to maximize the similarity between the two time series. In practice, biologists are only interested in a relatively small number of delays. Therefore, it is required that the starting positions of the intervals differ by at most *D*, a parameter set by the practitioners. A dynamic programming algorithm was developed to calculate the largest similarity score, referred to as local similarity (LS) score. The idea was very similar to local sequence alignment in molecular sequence analysis \[[@CR15]\]. In these early studies, statistical significance of the LS score was evaluated using permutations. Particularly, one of the time series data was fixed and the other one was permutated many times, and the resulting LS score was obtained using the dynamic programming algorithm. The *p*-value was approximated by the fraction of times the LS score of the permuted data is larger than the LS score of the actual data.

There are several drawbacks to permutation test for approximating the statistical significance of the LS score. On the one hand, permutation test requires that data is independent at different time points. However, in practical problems, this assumption is usually violated and time series data may depend on the values of the previous time points. On the other hand, the permutation procedure is time-consuming, especially when the *p*-value precision is small, as the time complexity is inversely proportional to the *p*-value precision. When the number of factors is large, all pairwise analysis of high-throughput data is computationally challenging. Therefore, fast and efficient methods to obtain statistical significance approximation of LS score are needed.

Xia et al. \[[@CR12]\] and Durno et al. \[[@CR13]\] independently developed theoretical approximations for the *p*-value. Let *s*~*D*~ be the LS score with maximum delay of *D* between *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~. Xia et al. \[[@CR12]\] approximated the *p*-value by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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and *n* is the number of time points. If both *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~ are i.i.d, *σ*^2^=*var*(*X*~*t*~*Y*~*t*~). If both *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~ are first order Markov chains (such as DNA sequences in the identification of CpG islands \[[@CR16]\]), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Statistical significance of LS score for dependent time series {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Time series data in general depend on each other and cannot be best modelled by Markov chains. Moreover, it is challenging to obtain *σ*^2^ defined above for Markov models. Therefore, we provide a data driven approach for evaluating the statistical significance of LS score for dependent time series data.

Assume *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~ are weakly stationary time series with mean 0. Here a time series *X*~*t*~ is weakly stationary if *E*\|*X*~*t*~\|^2^\<*∞*, *E*(*X*~*t*~) is a constant (independent of *t*) and *Cov*(*X*~*t*~,*X*~*t*+*k*~) depends only on time delay *k*. Under the null hypothesis *H*~0~ that the two time series are not associated, *Z*~*t*~=*X*~*t*~*Y*~*t*~ is also weakly stationary with mean 0. Using similar arguments as in \[[@CR12]\], we can show that the *p*-value can again be approximated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\omega ={\lim }_{n \rightarrow \infty }\sqrt {var\left (\sum _{i=1}^{n}Z_{i}\right)/n}$\end{document}$ is referred to as the long-run variance. The details of theoretical derivations are given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

The estimate of *ω* plays a crucial role in deriving the statistical significance of LS score and has an enormous impact on the validity of local similarity analysis for dependent data. Following Andrew \[[@CR17]\], we used an autoregressive (AR)(1) plug-in data dependent method to estimate the long-run variance. The autoregressive model specifies that the current value depends linearly on its own previous values.
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where *b*~*ω*~ is the bandwidth parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In summary, given time series *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~, we first calculate their LS score *s*~*D*~ using the dynamic programming algorithm in \[[@CR7]\]. We then estimate the long-run variance using Eq. [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}. Finally, the statistical significance of the LS score for dependent data can be approximated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathcal {L}_{D}(s_{D}/(\hat {\omega }_{n}\sqrt {n}))$\end{document}$. Since we estimate the long-run variance from real data, we refer to the new method as data driven LSA (DDLSA).

Local similarity analysis based on residuals {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------

We also modified the original theoretical approximation of statistical significance of LS score \[[@CR12]\] by considering the residuals of the original time series. First we suppose that time series data are generated from a pre-defined model, such as autoregressive (AR) model or autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model. We then use the residuals from the model as the substitution of the original data, since the correlation of data may come from the relevance of the residuals. Because of the independent property of the residuals, the statistical significance of LS score of residuals can be obtained from the approximate theoretical distribution of LSA for i.i.d. time series (Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). We refer to this method as LSAres.

Simulation studies {#Sec6}
------------------

We evaluated the size and power of six different methods for determining the statistical significance of associations between factors in time series data. The six methods are described as follows. **PCC**. Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is widely used to identify correlation between random variables. If the random variables *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~ are from a bivariate normal distribution and their PCC is *r*, the statistic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Comparison of the empirical size of different approaches {#Sec7}

We investigated whether *p*-values obtained from these statistics were close to the significance level which is the probability rejecting the null hypothesis, given that it were true. Here we used three different null models to compare the size of the six approaches for calculating the statistical significance of the LS score: **The AR(1) model:** $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where 0\<\|*ρ*~1~\|,\|*ρ*~2~\|\<1, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\varepsilon _{t}^{Y}$\end{document}$ are independent standard normal random variables. All these models were stationary. For each model, we first generated *X*~0~ and *Y*~0~ from the standard normal distribution. Then we generated (*X*~*t*~,*Y*~*t*~), *t*=2,⋯,100+*n* from these models. Finally, we discarded the first 100 samples and took the others as the true *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~. The procedure can guarantee the stationarity of the time series generated from these models.

### Comparison of the empirical power of different approaches {#Sec8}

Next we investigated the power of the six methods for detecting the association between the factors under two alternative models that the factors are associated. Our objective is to identify the most powerful method for detecting the associations between the factors.

**The local AR model** We studied a model that the two factors are only associated in a subinterval: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\varepsilon _{1}^{X},\varepsilon _{1}^{Y}\sim N(0,1),\varepsilon _{t}^{X}\sim N\left (0,1-\rho _{1}^{2}\right), \varepsilon _{t}^{Y}\sim N\left (0,1-\rho _{2}^{2}\right), t=2,\cdots,n$\end{document}$ and they are independent. For simplicity and symmetry, we generated time series data that were correlated within the middle interval of length *np* as follows, where *p* is the fraction of the time interval that the two time series were correlated (shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We first generated *X*~*t*~ using Eq. [8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}. Second, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$Y_{t}=\frac {1}{\sqrt {1+\sigma ^{2}}}(X_{t}+\xi _{t})$\end{document}$ in the middle *np* time points of the entire series where *ξ*~*t*~∼*N*(0,*σ*^2^),*σ*^2^=(1−*ρ*^2^)/*ρ*^2^. In the remaining *n*−*np* time points, *Y*~*t*~ were generated by the AR(1) model (Eq. [8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) with *ρ*~2~=*ρ*~1~/(1+*σ*^2^). We generated the time series data this way so that *X*~*t*~ followed a stationary AR(1) model, *Y*~*t*~ approximately followed a stationary AR(1) model, and *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~ were correlated in the middle *np* time points with correlation coefficient *ρ*. Fig. 1Diagrammatic sketch of data generating process in the local and bivariate AR models. The middle intervals of *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~ are correlated and both ends of them are independent. Here ⌊·⌋ is the floor function which returns the greatest integer less than or equal to the input

**The bivariate AR model** We also investigated another model, referred to as the bivariate AR(1) model, that was used in \[[@CR18]\] (Chapter 7, page 290). $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The variances of both *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~ are 1 and *cor*(*X*~*t*~,*Y*~*t*~)=*ρ*. Similarly as above, we generated locally associated time series data. In the middle *np* time points, we generated (*X*~*t*~,*Y*~*t*~) using Eq. [9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}. In the remaining *n*−*np* time points, we generated (*X*~*t*~,*Y*~*t*~) by the independent bivariate AR(1) model with *ρ*=0.

Applications to a human and a marine microbiome data sets {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------------------

We applied DDLSA and LSAres to analyze a human and a marine microbiome time series data sets. The Moving Pictures of the Human Microbiome (MPHM) data was collected from two healthy subjects, one male ('M3') and one female ('F4'). Both individuals were sampled daily at three body sites: gut (feces), mouth(tongue), and skin (left and right palms) \[[@CR19]\]. The data set consists of 130, 135 and 133 daily samples from 'F4', and 332, 372 and 357 samples from 'M3'. There are 335, 373 and 1295 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) from feces, tongue and palm (both left and right) sites of 'F4' and 'M3', where the taxonomic level is Genus. We selected 41 'core' OTUs that were observed in at least 60% samples from the tongue of 'F4' and analyzed their relationships.

The PML data set is one of the longest microbial time series consisting of monthly samples taken over 6 years at a temperate marine coastal site off Plymouth, UK \[[@CR20]\]. These samples were sequenced using high-resolution 16S rRNA tag NGS sequencing. A total of 155 bacterial OTUs were identified with the taxonomic level of Order. Among them, we chose 62 abundant OTUs that were present in at least 50% of the time points, and 13 environment factors to analyze their association network. We filled the missing values in the environment data using linear interpolation.

Results and discussion {#Sec10}
======================

DDLSA and LSAres have controlled type I error rates and other approaches do not {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We investigated the effects of the autoregressive coefficients *ρ*~1~ and *ρ*~2~ and the number of time points *n* on the type I error rates of the six methods for evaluating statistical significance under the AR(1) (Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), ARMA(1,1) (Eq. [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and ARMA(1,1)-TAR(1) (Eq. [7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) models. We chose six different pairs of autoregressive coefficients from -0.5 to 0.8 and the number of time points *n* from 100 to 1000. The results are shown in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} for the three models, respectively. For TLSA, Permutation test, LSAres and DDLSA, we set the maximum time delay *D*=0 for simplicity. For LSAres, we needed to specify the generative models for *X*~*t*~ and *Y*~*t*~. For given data, the generative models are most likely unknown. We used AR or ARMA models as generative models and denoted the resulting methods as LSAres(AR) and LSAres(ARMA), respectively. Throughout the simulations, we let the pre-specified error rate to be 0.05. Table 1The empirical type I error rates for the six different methods (the third to ninth column): PCC, SRCC, TLSA, permutation, LSAres(AR), LSAres(ARMA), and DDLSA, based on the AR(1) model*ρ*~1~,*ρ*~2~nPCCSRCCTLSAPermutationLSAres(AR)LSAres(ARMA)DDLSA-0.5 -0.51000.13150.12610.11830.16470.03020.03240.04072000.12500.12160.13870.17140.03190.03590.04543000.13210.12820.14980.17680.04000.03780.05265000.12700.12090.15730.18090.04060.03590.048510000.12330.11440.17030.19080.03870.04550.05090 01000.04600.04590.02960.04770.02890.03120.03032000.05030.05010.03400.04850.03490.03190.03503000.05000.05160.03530.04830.03650.03860.03665000.04930.05020.04030.05020.04130.03880.040410000.04840.04870.04340.05040.04290.04710.04410.3 0.31000.07250.07160.05330.08140.02710.02810.04112000.06990.06910.06150.08240.03350.03710.04593000.07130.07180.06440.08190.03460.03430.04675000.07290.07370.07050.08380.04100.04260.050110000.07750.07340.07960.08570.04310.04030.05400.3 0.51000.08810.08280.06650.10210.03290.03030.04272000.09360.09060.08430.11010.03480.03680.05173000.09040.09010.09030.10960.03700.03970.04875000.09070.09000.09930.11410.04210.03960.048110000.09280.08920.10760.12130.04470.04300.05440.5 0.51000.12730.12000.10700.15350.03040.03100.04772000.12550.11990.13650.17050.03330.03330.04913000.12790.12520.14800.17970.04060.03930.05175000.12550.11900.15760.18150.04060.03810.046310000.12920.12340.17850.19360.04450.04080.05200.5 0.81000.18860.17920.19040.25570.03140.03100.04012000.19970.19270.24770.29400.03160.03730.04983000.19910.18870.26880.31310.03910.03700.04885000.20500.19570.30670.34050.04020.03800.055210000.19800.19170.32290.34590.04360.04310.0482The first and second columns represent different autoregressive coefficients and number of time points, respectively. Note that we used the residuals from the estimated AR(*p*) or ARMA(*p*,*q*) models by maximum likelihood estimate and the order selection was based on the Akaike Information criterion (AIC). The number of permutations was 1000. The pre-specified type I error was 0.05 and the number of replications was 10000Table 2The empirical type I error rates for the six different methods (the third to ninth column): PCC, SRCC, TLSA, permutation, LSAres (AR), LSAres (ARMA), and DDLSA, based on the ARMA(1,1) model*ρ*~1~,*ρ*~2~nPCCSRCCTLSApermutationLSAres(AR)LSAres(ARMA)DDLSA-0.5 -0.51000.05240.05040.03140.05100.03030.03160.03252000.05060.05020.03570.05040.03590.03580.03693000.04690.04820.03430.04800.03990.03380.03465000.04870.04840.03900.05010.03960.04020.039910000.04960.04910.04200.04950.04200.04140.04230 01000.08350.07950.06200.09830.02970.02950.04002000.08300.08290.07840.10210.03720.03390.04433000.08780.08280.08530.10860.04060.03740.04285000.08230.07930.08900.10660.04110.03770.043310000.08830.08470.10090.11300.04650.04450.04820.3 0.31000.14010.13680.13560.18750.03000.03160.03992000.13500.12970.15390.19460.03760.03600.04073000.13800.13390.17320.20660.03610.03700.04325000.13770.13410.18390.20930.03760.04010.044210000.14180.13680.19590.21410.04490.04350.04970.3 0.51000.16590.15700.15830.21820.02850.02820.03722000.16620.15810.19420.24350.03680.03620.04013000.16630.15990.22200.26230.04010.04080.04385000.16160.15400.23390.26210.04150.03950.044410000.16700.16110.25110.27420.03890.04150.05130.5 0.51000.20120.19260.21260.28240.03260.02900.03902000.20160.19350.26680.32100.03770.03610.04163000.20120.19370.28270.32440.03940.03380.04155000.21180.20250.31880.35120.03760.03910.048110000.20610.19660.33960.36510.04120.04470.04730.5 0.81000.26200.25220.30500.38320.02970.02700.03292000.27370.26160.38420.44740.03280.03550.03703000.26240.25390.40560.45620.03940.03730.04255000.25770.25130.44390.47880.04380.04330.043310000.25900.24920.48570.51360.04300.04150.0428The first and second columns represent different autoregressive coefficients and number of time points, respectively. Note that we used the residuals from the estimated AR(*p*) or ARMA(*p*,*q*) models by maximum likelihood estimate and the order selection was based on the Akaike Information criterion (AIC). The number of permutations was 1000. The pre-specified type I error was 0.05 and the number of replications was 10000Table 3The empirical type I error rates for the six different methods (the third to ninth column): PCC, SRCC, TLSA, permutation, LSAres (AR), LSAres (ARMA), and DDLSA, based on the ARMA(1,1)-TAR(1) model*ρ*~1~,*ρ*~2~nPCCSRCCTLSApermutationLSAres(AR)LSAres(ARMA)DDLSA-0.5 -0.51000.04900.05090.02950.04920.02730.02920.03092000.05110.05110.03690.05150.03410.03720.03873000.04950.04990.03930.05290.03830.03930.04005000.05110.05170.04140.05190.03880.04050.040710000.04930.05080.04400.04960.04010.04190.04260 01000.04940.04940.02940.05020.02830.03040.03292000.05320.05180.03300.04990.03230.03410.03593000.04870.04660.03680.05100.03680.03600.03775000.07760.07780.08410.09890.03730.03870.044510000.08130.08130.09010.10050.04470.04000.04540.3 0.31000.11720.11210.09550.13910.02800.03210.04312000.11810.11490.11910.15490.03290.03270.04383000.11810.11360.12770.15570.03490.03730.04605000.11350.11060.14360.16830.04110.04160.046910000.11860.11220.15850.17480.04300.04600.04860.3 0.51000.12450.11960.10980.15860.03360.03100.03962000.13690.12590.14000.17780.03150.03560.04493000.13500.12750.15450.18390.04210.03900.04545000.13550.12810.16900.19400.04230.04230.046610000.13360.13390.18230.20140.04220.04070.05180.5 0.51000.15840.15270.15270.20910.02800.03470.04232000.15890.15200.18270.22580.03520.03650.04333000.16040.15160.20040.23910.03820.03830.04295000.15450.15000.22030.24840.03580.04050.047210000.16010.15070.23960.26090.04220.04250.04710.5 0.81000.21600.20310.22820.29850.03120.03350.04012000.21570.20750.28580.33610.03510.03460.03993000.21940.20640.31580.35950.03910.03670.04315000.21440.20320.32210.35820.04020.03760.044410000.22570.20830.36430.39200.04100.04230.0506The first and second columns represent different autoregressive coefficients and number of time points, respectively. Note that we used the residuals from the estimated AR(*p*) or ARMA(*p*,*q*) models by maximum likelihood estimate and the order selection was based on the Akaike Information criterion (AIC). The number of permutations was 1000. The pre-specified type I error was 0.05 and the number of replications was 10000

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows that, except for the case of *ρ*~1~=0,*ρ*~2~=0, the empirical type I error rates of PCC, SRCC, TLSA and the permutation approaches are all larger than the pre-specified type I error. When *ρ*~1~=0,*ρ*~2~=0, the empirical type I error rates of PCC, SRCC, TLSA and the permutation approaches are well controlled, which is reasonable as the time series are independent bivariate normally distributed. Further, the empirical type I error of TLSA is somewhat smaller than the significance level of 0.05 indicating that TLSA is conservative, consistent with findings in \[[@CR12]\]. The results of LSAres and DDLSA are similar to that of TLSA. When *ρ*~1~≠0 and/or *ρ*~2~≠0, the PCC, SRCC, TLSA and the permutation approaches are not valid in the sense that their empirical type I error rates are much higher than the pre-specified type I error. On the other hand, both DDLSA and LSAres control the type I errors reasonably well under all the simulated scenarios. Their type I error approaches the significance level as the number of time points increases. The performances of LSAres(AR) and LSAres(ARMA) are similar.

Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} show the similar results for ARMA(1,1) and ARMA(1,1)-TAR(1) models, respectively. Under the ARMA(1,1) and ARMA(1,1)-TAR(1) models with *ρ*~1~=−0.5,*ρ*~2~=−0.5, *X*~*t*~ are i.i.d.. Therefore, the type I error rates of PCC, SRCC, TLSA and permutation approaches are well controlled. However, the empirical type I error rates are much larger than the pre-specified type I error rate of 0.05 under all the other parameter settings. On the other hand, the type I error rates of LSAres and DDLSA are well controlled under all situations. Further, the type I error rates of both LSAres(AR) and LSAres(ARMA) are well controlled indicating that LSAres is applicable even when the generative model is mis-specified.

Finally, the simulation results for time delay *D*≠0 are presented in the Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Table S1-S3.

Comparing the power of LSAres and DDLSA {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------

Since PCC, SRCC, permutation and TLSA could not control type I error, we only investigated the power of LSAres and DDLSA. In the local AR model, we let *ρ*~1~=0.5, *ρ*=0.3,0.4,0.5, *p* from 0.2 to 1, and the number of time points *n* from 20 to 300. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the power of DDLSA and LSAres as a function of the number of time points. The power of both LSAres and DDLSA increases with the number of time points *n*, percentage of correlation *p*, and serial correlation *ρ*. In particular, when the two time series are associated in 60% of the time interval (*p*=0.6) with correlation (*ρ*=0.5), the power of DDLSA is greater than 0.9 when the number of time points *n* is at least 100. Under the AR model, the power of DDLSA is higher than that of LSAres. Although we only show the results for *ρ*~1~=0.5 and time lag *D*=0, the results from other simulations with different autocorrelation parameters and time delays are similar to the result shown here. The simulation results under the local AR model with time delay *D*\>0 are shown in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S1-S3. Fig. 2The power of LSAres and DDLSA in testing for the local association of two time series data under the local AR model. Ten thousand random samples were generated from the local AR model with *ρ*~1~=0.5. The LSAres approach used the residuals from the estimated ARMA(*p*,*q*) model by maximum likelihood estimate and the order was selected using the AIC criterion. The type I error is 0.05

Similar to the simulations under the local AR model, we also investigated the power of DDLSA and LSAres with different parameters under the bivariate AR model and the results are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. However, the power of LSAres is higher than that of DDLSA, different from the local AR model. Overall, LSAres in testing local association is more useful than DDLSA if we know that the time series come from the pre-defined model, such as the ARMA model. The simulated results for the power of DDLSA and LSAres under the bivariate AR(1) model with time delay *D*\>0 are shown in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S4-S6. Fig. 3The power of LSAres and DDLSA in testing for the local association of two time series data under the bivariate AR model. Ten thousand random samples were generated from the bivariate AR model with *ρ*~1~=0.5,*ρ*~2~=0.5. The LSAres approach used the residuals from the estimated ARMA(*p*,*q*) model by maximum likelihood estimate and order was selected using the AIC criterion. The type I error is 0.05

Significantly associated OTU pairs from the MPHM data set {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the relationships among 41 OTUs that were observed in at least 60% of the tongue samples of individual 'F4'. First, we found 21 significant autocorrelated OTUs among 41 OTUs using the Box-Ljung test \[[@CR21]\] under the null hypothesis *H*~0~:*ρ*(*k*)=0 at the 5% significance level, where *ρ*(*k*) is the autocorrelation function for lag *k*. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows two autocorrelated OTUs. The first-order autocorrelation of *Neisseria* is 0.61 (*P*-value =1.96×10^−12^) indicating high autocorrelation. Although *Clostridiales* had relatively low autocorrelation (0.21), the hypothesis of no autocorrelation can still be rejected (*P*-value = 0.0148). Fig. 4The standardized abundance of *Neisseria* (**a**) and *Clostridiales* (**b**) from the tongue time series of 'F4' in the MPHM dataset. The autocorrelograms (**c**, **d**) show the autocorrelation of the two time series responding to itself for different lags, respectively. The dashed line represents the critical value of the statistics $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\pm \thinspace 1.96/\sqrt {n}$\end{document}$, where *n* is the number of time points of the time series. The region bounded by the dashed lines give the pointwise acceptance area for testing the null hypothesis that the autocorrelation functions of time series are zero at the 5% significance level

Second, we identified significantly locally associated OTU pairs with both *p*-value and false discovery rate (FDR) below 0.05 and compared the performance of TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres with time delay up to 3. For LSAres, the residuals were found based on the ARMA(p,q) model and the orders were selected based on the AIC criterion. In our study, we used FDR or Q-value to adjust for multiple hypothesis testing using the *qvalue* package in R \[[@CR22]\]. Restricting the *p*-value *P*≤0.05 and q-value *Q*≤0.05, 317 pairs of significant associations are found among all 820 OTU pairs by TLSA, 189 by DDLSA, and 224 by LSAres, respectively (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Among the associations found by TLSA, 143 (∼ 45*%*) are not significant by DDLSA, and 111 (∼ 35*%*) are not significant by LSAres (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Such associations identified by TLSA but not by DDLSA or LSAres may be false positives caused by the autocorrelation of the raw data. If we combine associated pairs from DDLSA and LSAres, i.e. we define significant pairs as those found significant by either DDLSA or LSAres, 239 (∼ 89*%*) pairs out of 270 in total found by DDLSA or LSAres are also significant by TLSA. This finding is interesting, and it suggests that the combination of DDLSA and LSAres exhibits better performance than each alone. Note that DDLSA also finds some associations missed by LSAres and vice versa. For instance, DDLSA finds 189 and LSAres finds 224 significant associations but only 143 are found by both LSAres and DDLSA. Therefore, either DDLSA or LSAres is not a substitute but a complementary approach to the other one. For a comprehensive analysis of a data set, one should apply both approaches. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the results with more strict criteria of *P*≤0.01 and *Q*≤0.01. Fig. 5Venn diagram of the relationship among significant associated pairs found by the TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres in the MPHM dataset. Red, green and blue colors represent the number of pairs found by TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres, respectivelyTable 4The numbers of significant associations found by TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres with different thresholds in the MPHM and PML data setsTLSADDLSALSAresTLSADDLSALSAresDataset\# of OTUs*P*≤0.01*P*≤0.01*P*≤0.01*P*≤0.05*P*≤0.05*P*≤0.05*Q*≤0.01*Q*≤0.01*Q*≤0.01*Q*≤0.05*Q*≤0.05*Q*≤0.05MPHM F4 tongue41222126168317189224PML754132273676137198

We carefully investigated one of the OTU pairs identified by TLSA but not by DDLSA and LSAres: *Leptotrichia* and *Kingella* (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The association is significant by TLSA within a time interval of length 129 starting from the first time point with 3 days delay where *Leptotrichia* precedes *Kingella* (*P*-value = 0.003 and Q-value = 0.007 by TLSA), while not significant by DDLSA (*P*-value = 0.16, Q-value = 0.38) and LSAres (*P*-value = 0.50, Q-value = 0.55). The autocorrelograms of the two OTUs show that both of them have the strong autocorrelation, where TLSA can't control the type I error. However, DDLSA and LSAres work well in this situation. Fig. 6The standardized abundance of *Leptotrichia* and *Kingella* (**a**) from the tongue of 'F4' in the MPHM dataset. The autocorrelograms (**b**, **c**) of these bacterias show significant autocorrelation. The dashed line represents the critical value of the statistics $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\pm \thinspace 1.96/\sqrt {n}$\end{document}$, where *n* is the number of time points of the time series. The region bounded by the dashed lines give the pointwise acceptance area for testing the null hypothesis that the autocorrelation functions of time series are zero at the 5% significance level

In addition, we investigated if these site-specific significant associations are shared across the two individuals. Sørensen index *Q*~*s*~ \[[@CR23]\] was used to evaluate the similarity between significant associations of the two samples from 'F4' and 'M3'. We considered only the common OTUs in the two samples. The two individuals shared 40 and 41 OTUs in the feces and tongue samples, respectively. Let S1 and S2 be the sets of significant associations between common OTUs of the two samples. The Sorensen index is defined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\frac {2|S_{1} \cap S_{2}|}{|S_{1}|+|S_{2}|}$\end{document}$, where *S*~1~∩*S*~2~ is the intersection of *S*~1~ and *S*~2~ and \|·\| is the number of OTU pairs in a set. Using LSAres, we identified 91 (*Q*~*s*~=0.35) and 177 (*Q*~*s*~=0.55) shared significant associations in the feces and tongue samples 'F4' and 'M3', respectively. Using DDLSA, the corresponding numbers are 61 (*Q*~*s*~=0.32) and 122 (*Q*~*s*~=0.46).

Significantly associated OTU pairs from the PML data set {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------------------

The seasonality of particular OTUs is obvious in their abundance profiles and autocorrelograms as shown in \[[@CR20]\]. The stronger the seasonal periodicity, the more closely the autocorrelogram approaches a cyclical function. For example, there are significant seasonal cycles in the autocorrelograms of *Verrucomicrobiales* and *Alphaproteobacteria* (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), and their periods are similar (about 1 year). Therefore, the abundance profiles of bacteria are possibly similar at the same time point of every year. However, the abundance may be somewhat different in some years. For example, both *Verrucomicrobiales* and *Alphaproteobacteria* are more abundant in the third year. In addition, a total of 33 out of 75 factors are significant autocorrelated based on the Box-Ljung test at the 5% significance level, including 9 environment factors and 24 OTUs. We applied TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres to obtain significant associations of these 75 factors and Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the number of identified significant associations. Fig. 7The standardized abundance of *Verrucomicrobia* (**a**) and *Alphaproteobacteria* (**b**) in the PML dataset. The autocorrelograms (**c**, **d**) show the autocorrelation of two time series responding to itself for different lags, respectively. Note that there are significant seasonal variations in the plot of OTUs and their autocorrelograms throughout the 6-year period

Among 2550 pairwise associations of all 75 factors, 761, 371 and 98 pairs were found significant with time delay 3 with both *P*-value and Q-value ≤ 0.05 by TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres, respectively. The relatively large number of significant associations identified by TLSA contain a large fraction of false positives since the dependency of the time series is not considered. The DDLSA and LSAres reduce the number of significant associations resulting from the factors' autocorrelation. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the Venn diagram illustrating the relationship of the sets of significant associations using the three approaches. There are 61 pairs found by all three methods. All the 98 associations found by LSAres are also significant by TLSA. This could be due to the periodicity of OTUs that makes ARMA model unsuitable for this dataset. We note that 486 (∼ 64*%*) out of 761 significant pairs by TLSA is non-significant by DDLSA, indicating that the autocorrelation of OTUs may lead to many false positives in the TLSA test. On the other hand, 275 out of the 371 (74%) significant associations found by DDLSA are also found by TLSA indicating high agreement with TLSA. If we combine the significant associations found by DDLSA and LSAres, 312 (∼ 76*%*) pairs out of 408 in total found by DDLSA or LSAres are also significant by TLSA. This result displays that the combination of DDLSA and LSAres exhibits better performance than each alone. In addition, the majority of associated OTU pairs found by TLSA and DDLSA are between the *Proteobacteria*, *Actinobacteria* and *Verrucomicrobia* phylum members, while those found by LSAres are between *Proteobacteria*, *Verrucomicrobia* and *Gemmatimonadetes* phylum members. Fig. 8Venn diagram of the relationship among significant pairs found by the TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres in the PML dataset. Red, green and blue colors represent the number of pairs found by TLSA, DDLSA and LSAres, respectively

Conclusions {#Sec15}
===========

The rapid development of high-throughput sequencing technology generates massive amounts of sequencing data effectively and economically. These developments make large scale human metagenomics studies in a wide range of environment possible. A variety of time series data from these studies brings great opportunities for statistical methods to gain insight into the temporal and spatial dynamics of biological systems. Therefore, for obtaining more accurate and efficient results, it's necessary to consider the specific property of time series in these studies, such as autocorrelation.

In this paper, we developed a theoretical statistical significance approximation of local similarity score for dependent time series data, which substitutes long-run variance based on nonparametric kernel estimate for sample variance. Moreover, we developed another method to approximate the statistical significance by using raw data's residuals from a predefined model. We considered different dependent time series models to evaluate the type I error and power of our methods compared with others, i.e. original TLSA, permutation test, PCC and SRCC. Results from our simulations showed that our methods can control type I error reasonably, but the other four approaches cannot. Through simulations, we showed that DDLSA performs better than LSAres for the local AR model, but LSAres works better than DDLSA in the bivariate AR model. Therefore, these two methods complement each other under different correlation scenarios. Using the MPHM and PML datasets, we demonstrated that DDLSA and LSAres reduced the redundant associations efficiently and captured the most possible relationships among OTUs in metagenomics studies of microbial communities. In addition, to obtain more complete sets of significant associations, we suggested to integrate the results from DDLSA and LSAres---apply DDLSA and LSAres to the data set simultaneously and combine the significant associations identified by at least one method as the final significant associations. This will reduce false negatives effectively.

However, one drawback of LSAres is the determination of the data generative model. If we presume data from a more complicated model, residuals from this model may seem like normally distributed but may lose too much information about the original data. We have to make a tradeoff between employing complicated models and preserving useful information. In the paper, we investigated the impact on type I error by considering AR and ARMA models as alternative models and both of them work well. In the future, we will continue to study the influence of model mis-specification.

We applied DDLSA and LSAres to time series data in microbial communities. In fact, they can be used in any type of data with the same length, such as medical (EEG or MEG signals), climate (temperature, solar irradiance, river runoff or rainfall) and economic (stock price) time series data. The time-delay associations of EEG time series play an important role in discovering new information about the activity of brain \[[@CR24]\]. Climate time series often exhibit positive serial dependence \[[@CR18]\]. Potentially local and time delayed associations are widespread in climate data, but it will increase the number of false positives if we use TLSA to calculate the statistical significance of their LS scores, while DDLSA and LSAres can overcame this problem.
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